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The group 4 ‘(u”), as described by N. Biggs in “Computational Group Theory” 
(M. Atkinson, Ed., pp. 57-63, Academic Press, San Diego, CA/London, 1984) is a 
finitely presented group which arises naturally from the study of trivalent symmetric 
graphs containing a circuit of length 12. In this paper it is shown that 4’(a’*) is 
isomorphic to SL(3, L) extended by the automorphism which takes a matrix to the 
transpose of its inverse. Other finitely presented groups associated with this one are 
also discussed. ‘I” 1990 Academw Press. Inc 
The group 4 + (a’“) is defined by Biggs in [I] as the group with presenta- 
tion 
(a,6,~Ia2=(aa)2=(ab)2=(a-‘h)2=(a~2h2)2=lI 
a3b 3u3 = bab, a3baa4 = ba2b, aI2 = 1 ), 
arising from the study of trivalent symmetric graphs. Specifically, if f is a 
finite connected graph of valency 3 with a group G of automorphisms 
having the property that G acts regularly on the 4-arcs of I-, and for some 
4-arc (b vl, u2, u3, v4) in r there are automorphisms a, b, (T in G such that 
4v0, VI, 02, v3, v4) = (u,, v2, us, u4, w), 
WV,, 01, 02, 03, 04) = to,, ~2, 03, ~4, ~“1, 
a(vo, Ul> 02, 03, c’4)= (v4, v3, G’2, VI, uo), 
where v3, MI, and W’ are the three vertices adjacent to u4, and if the 
automorphism ao (which flips the edge { v2, vj } ) has order 2, and also if 
the automorphism a cyclically permutes the vertices of some circuit in r of 
length dividing 12, then a, 6, and ~7 generate the group G and satisfy the 
relations given above, so that G is finite homomorphic image of 4+(a”). 
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In a related paper [4], Havas and Robertson considered the question of 
whether or not the group 4+(ar2) is infinite, and showed that if it were 
finite, then its order would have to be at least 14 x 2 x 3 x 16 x 273. 
Subsequently it has been proved that 4+(a12) is infinite: first by Delgado 
and Weiss [3], and independently by the author of this paper [a]. In fact 
in [2] it is shown that if 0 is the automorphism of the group SL(3, Z) 
which takes each matrix to the transpose of its inverse, then the split exten- 
sion SL( 3, Z) . (8 ) is a homomorphic image of 4 + (a’“). For a quick proof 
of this result, map a and b to the elements afl and /IS in the group 
SL(3, Z) + (Q), where 
-1 0 
a= ( 0 1 
0 -1 
and map o to the matrix 
- 
1 1 1 ( 1 o-1 0, 0 o-1 
and check that these images satisfy the given relations. Note that if 
r=a -2b2a-‘b and h = aa-‘b2a-‘r, then the images of r and h are 
(-i -k -B) and (i k I), 
respectively. Now notice that the transvections T,,, T,,, T,, , T,, , T32, and 
T,, (defined by T,= I+ E,, where E, is the matrix with a single 1 in the 
(i, j)th position and O’s elsewhere) are obtainable as the images of b -4 and 
its conjugates by h, h - ‘, r, rh, and rh - ‘, respectively, and finally use the 
fact that these transvections generate X(3, z). 
In this paper we prove the following: 
THEOREM. The group 4+(a12) is isomorphic to the split extension 
SL(3, Z) . (O), where 9 is the automorphism ofSL(3, Z) taking each matrix 
to the transpose of its inverse. 
Before proceeding with the proof, it is convenient to replace the presen- 
tation for 4+(a’*) given in [l] with the following equivalent presentation, 
as used in [2]: 
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4+(a1*)=(h,p,q,r,u~h3=p*=q~=r*=u~=1,[p,q]=[p,r]=1, 
(qr)’ = p, h ‘ph = q, h ~ ‘qh = pq, rhr = h ~ ‘, 
a.-‘pa=p,u-‘qa=r, (ha)12= 1) 
The equivalence of these two presentations may be verified by the analysis 
of 4-arc-regular group actions on cubic graphs (as in [2]); in fact the 
elements ha, hap, and hrq in the latter presentation satisfy precisely those 
relations given for a, b, and D in the former one. (Note, however, that the 
generator called “a” is not the same in both.) 
One very nice feature of the second presentation is that its relations 
imply 
ph = hq, ph-’ = h ~ ‘pq, pa = up, 
qh = hpq, qh--‘=A-‘p, qu = ur, 
rh=h-‘r, rh-‘=hr, ru = aq; 
and using these, it is possible to rewrite any element of 4+(u’*) in the form 
uu, where u is a word in the elements h, he’, and a, while v is a word 
in p, q, and r. In particular, the element pq(ha)‘j qp can be rewritten 
as hahuh-‘ahah- ‘ah -‘a; and then since (hu)12 = 1, it follows that 
(huhah-‘uhuh~‘uh~‘u)* = 1 also. This relation will be used later. 
Another fact required for the proof is the following, given by Milnor as 
Corollary 10.3 in [S]: the group X(3, 77) is generated by the six trans- 
vections T, (for 1 s i#j< 3) subject only to the relations 
(a) [T,, Tk,] = 1 wheneverjfk and i#l, 
(b) CT,,, Tjk] = Tik whenever i, j, k are distinct, and 
(~1 V,J,‘Td4 = 1. 
In other words, these are defining relations for SL(3, Z) as an abstract 
group. 
Proof of Theorem. Define elements B, (for 1 ,< i# j,< 3) in the group 
4+(u”) as 
B,, = (hw-4, B,, = rB,,r, 
B,,=h- ‘B,,h, B,, = rhB,, h ~ ‘r, 
B3, =hB,2h-‘, B,, = rh-‘B,,hr. 
Using the known relations in the generators h, p, q, r, and a, it is easy to 
show that 
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B12 = ah P’ahah-‘ahqr, 
Bz3 = h - ‘ah - ‘ahah - ‘apr, 
B,, = huh - ‘ahah - ‘ah - ‘pqr, 
B2, = ah ~ ‘ahahahp, 
B,, = h ~ ‘ah ~ ‘ahahah - ‘q, 
B ,3 = huh - ‘ahuhupq. 
Writing out the commutator [B,,, B,,] as a word in h, h-‘, and a 
followed by a word in p, q, and r, one finds [B,,, B,,] = 
(huhuh ~ ‘uhah -‘ah ~ ‘u)~ = 1, and then conjugation by h and h ~ ’ gives 
[B,,, B,,] = 1 and [B,, , I?,,] = 1 as well. A similar calculation shows that 
each of the commutators [B,,, B,,], [B,,, B,,], and [B3,, B,,] is trivial, 
again using the relations discussed earlier, and thus [B,, B,,] = 1 whenever 
i#l and j#k. 
The same sort of calculation may be carried out to show [B,,, B,,] = 
B,,, after which conjugation by h and hP ’ gives also [B,,, B,,] = B,, and 
LB,, > B,,l = B32, and then conjugation of each of these three relations by 
r gives [B,,, B,,] = B23 and [B,3, B,,] = B,, and [B,,, B,,] = B,, . Hence 
[B,, Bik] = B, whenever i, j, k are distinct. 
Next 
therefore 
(B,,B,‘B,,)2 = h&‘uh-‘ahah-‘uhP’ahah-‘, 
and so 
(B,,B;1B,,)4 = hah&‘(huhuh-1uhuh-1ah-‘a)2 huh.-’ = 1 
Thus the analogues of all the relations (a) to (c) defining the group 
5X(3, Z) are satisfied. It follows that there is a surjective homomorphism 
from SL(3, Z) to the subgroup of 4+(a12) generated by the elements B, 
(for 1 < i # j < 3). But also it is not difficult to verify that 
B;‘B,2B;‘B,,B;‘B,3 = h, and that B;*B,,B;‘B,, = ahu, therefore 
(B, 1 1~ i # j 6 3) = (h, p, q, r, uhu), which is the unique subgroup of 
index 2 in 4+(a”). 
On the other hand, our proof that 4+(ui2) is infinite provides a surjec- 
tive homomorphism from 4+(u’*) to the group SL(3, Z) . (d), which takes 
h to the matrix 
i 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
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and p to the matrix 
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t -1 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 
! 
and a to the element CO, where 
O-l 0 
c=-1 0 1, 
i 1 0 1 -1 
the images of q and r being determined by the relations h ~ ‘ph = q and 
aqa = r. Then because (h~p))~ is mapped to the transvection T’,, each B, 
is mapped to the corresponding transvection T, (for 1 6 i # j,< 3), and 
therefore the restriction of this homomorphism to the subgroup 
(h, p, q, r, aha) is easily seen to be the inverse of the one found above. It 
follows that we have an isomorphism from 4+(a’*) to SL(3, Z) (t?), and 
this completes the proof of the theorem. 
In particular, X(3, Z) is isomorphic to (h, p, q, r, aha), which equals 
(h, p, aha ) since q = h ~- lph and r = (aha) ~ ’ p(aha). This leads to: 
COROLLARY 1. The following are alternative presentations for the group 
SL(3, Z): 
(a) (h,p,q,r,dIh3=pZ=q2=r2=d3= 1, [P, q] = [p, r] = 1, (qr)*=p, 
hK’ph=q,h-‘qh=pq,rhr=h-‘, 
d-‘pd=r,d-‘rd=pr,qdq=d-‘, (hd)6= l), 
(b) (h,p,dIh3=p2=d3=1,[p,h-‘ph]=[p,d-’pd]=l, 
(hK’phd-‘pd)* = p, (hp)3 = (dp)3 = 1, 
(hd-‘pd)* = (dh-- ‘ph)* = 1, (hd)6 = 1 ). 
Proof Take d = aha, and apply the Reidemeister-Schreier technique to 
the subgroup of index 2 in 4+(a”), with Schreier transversal { 1, a>. Then 
use Tietze transformations to eliminate the redundant generators. 
COROLLARY 2. The group 
(,x,y ~.~*=~3=(xy)‘*=(xy-‘xy~‘xyxyx4’-’xy)*= 1) 
is infinite and insoluble. 
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Proof. Take x = a and y = h in 4+(a”), and apply the 
Reidemeister-Schreier technique to the subgroup generated by these 
elements, with { 1, p, q, Y, pq, pr, qr, rq} as Schreier transversal. This sub- 
group (of index 8 in 4+(a’*)) has the given presentation. 
The author knows of no easier way to prove that this 2-generator 
4-relator group is infinite, that is, other than using an integer matrix 
representation in three dimensions. The reason seems to be that it has no 
subgroup of small finite index with an infinite Abelian quotient. 
Actually the discovery of the matrix representation was made as a result 
of analysing a particular subgroup of index 42 in this group, namely the 
one generated by the involutions 
a,=(ha)6=(ah-1)6, 
a, =hah-‘ah-‘uhuhuh-‘u=uhuh-‘ah-‘uhuhuh-’, 
a, = (h-lay= (uh)6, 
u,=h-‘uhuh-‘ah-‘ahuhu=uh-‘uhk’uhuhuh-’ah, 
u,=huh-‘uhuhk’ah-‘uhu=uh~‘uhuhuh~’uhuh~’, 
u,=huhuh-‘uhuh-‘ah-‘u=uhahahK’uhuh-’uhk’, 
u,=h-‘uhuhuh-‘uhuh-‘u=uhuh-‘ahuh-’ah-’ah, 
u,=h-‘ah-‘uhuhuh-‘uhu=uh-‘ahuh‘-’ah-’uhuh. 
It is not difficult to verify that this is a normal subgroup of 4+ (a”), with 
the elements h, a, and p conjugating the generators a, in the way described 
below :
h-‘u,h=u,, a -I u,u = a*, P-‘%P=% 
h-‘u,h=u,, U-’ U,U==U’, P-‘a,P=as, 
h-‘u,h=u,u,, UP’ u*u=u,, P-‘“2p=u6, 
hv’u,h = u2u5, UP' uju=u,, P-‘a,P=a,, 
h-‘u,h = a,, UP’ u“u = U6, P-‘clP=%, 
h-‘u,h=u U -1 63 usu=uS, P-‘%P=al, 
h-‘4jh=a,a,, a-‘&a=&,, P-‘“6p=u2, 
hk’u,h=u7a4, a~‘u,u=u,, p -‘a,p=u,. 
The associated quotient group is the group 4 + (a6), which is isomorphic to 
PGL(2,7), as noted in [ 11, and also isomorphic to the extension of 
X(3,2) by its outer automorphism. In fact the subgroup itself, being 
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contained in (h, p, aha), is isomorphic to the kernel of the canonical 
homomorphism from SL(3, Z) to SL(3,2). All this leads to: 
COROLLARY 3. The kernel of the canonical homomorphism from 
SL(3, Z) to SL(3, 2) has presentation (a,,, a,, . . . . a, 1 af = [ai, ai+,] = 
[a,, aj+4] = 1, (aiai+‘ai+3al+b)2= 1) (with subscripts O<i<7 treated 
module 8). 
Proof: Apply the Reidemeister-Schreier technique to the subgroup 
generated by the given involutions a,, as a subgroup of index 42 in (h, a), 
with Schreier transversal consisting of all words of length up to 5 in the 
elements h, h- ‘, and a, together with the eight words of the form ah”ahaah’ 
(with tl, fl, y = kl). The given presentation results. 
Finally, we mention some nice properties of the group described in the 
last corollary. First, it is a cyclically presented group, which is both infinite 
and insoluble. But also: 
(a) for every odd prime p, it has the group SL(3, p) as a 
homomorphic image, and 
(b) all the factors in its lower central series are elementary Abelian 
of order 2’. 
Property (a) is obvious, and even property (b) may be known to some 
readers, once it is seen that this group is the kernel of the canonical 
homomorphism from SL(3, Z) to SL(3, 2). In fact property (b) is not 
difficult to verify using the group presentations we have considered above: 
take ui = [ai, ai+*] (for 0 d id 7), and note that [ai, a,, ‘1 = u,;‘~u,:+” and 
that uj commutes with vi+3 for all i (modulo 8) and hence that 
h-‘(o;)h=(u;)(ul;), a -‘(u;)a= (I$) ‘, p ‘(u;)p=u:, 
h-‘(u;)h = u:,, a-‘(u:)a= (u$) -‘, P-‘(u:)P=u/;, 
h-‘(u;)h= (vi)-‘, a&(ul;)a= (I&‘, P-‘(~l;)P=& 
h-‘(u;)h=(ul;)-’ (II;)-‘, ad( = (u$) -~ l, p-‘(u:)p=u:, 
h-$&h= (u:)-’ (I$). ‘, a ‘(Qa= (vi) -‘, p-‘(u;)p= u;, 
h-‘(ul;)h= (u;)-‘, a-‘(~:)a= (u:)~‘, p ‘(ul;)p=& 
h-‘(u:)h=(u:)-‘, a-‘(u:)a= (II;)-‘, P-‘(u;)P=g, 
h- ‘(u$)h = (u:)(u;), a-‘(I&a= (II:)-‘, p-‘(u’;)p=u/;, 
for every positive integer k; a little further work then shows that the 
(0 + 1)st term in the lower central series for the group in question is the 
subgroup generated by the 2”th powers of the elements uO, u’, . . . . u, (for 
n=O, 1,2, . ..). 
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